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Boltzmann Machine Learning and Regularization
Methods for Inferring Evolutionary Fields and
Couplings from a Multiple Sequence Alignment
Sanzo Miyazawa
Abstract—The inverse Potts problem to infer a Boltzmann distribution for homologous protein sequences from their single-site and pairwise
amino acid frequencies recently attracts a great deal of attention in the studies of protein structure and evolution. We study regularization and
learning methods and how to tune regularization parameters to correctly infer interactions in Boltzmann machine learning. Using L2
regularization for fields, group L1 for couplings is shown to be very effective for sparse couplings in comparison with L2 and L1. Two
regularization parameters are tuned to yield equal values for both the sample and ensemble averages of evolutionary energy. Both averages
smoothly change and converge, but their learning profiles are very different between learning methods. The Adam method is modified to make
stepsize proportional to the gradient for sparse couplings and to use a soft-thresholding function for group L1. It is shown by first inferring
interactions from protein sequences and then from Monte Carlo samples that the fields and couplings can be well recovered, but that
recovering the pairwise correlations in the resolution of a total energy is harder for the natural proteins than for the protein-like sequences.
Selective temperature for folding/structural constrains in protein evolution is also estimated.
Index Terms—group L1, inverse Potts problem, learning method, optimum regularization, sparse interactions, selective temperature.
F
1 Introduction
The maximum entropy model, P(σ) ∝ exp(−ψN(σ)), whereψN ≡ − [ ∑i { hi(σi) + ∑ j>i Ji j(σi, σ j) } ], sequence σ ≡
(. . . , σi, . . .), and σi ∈ {amino acids, deletion}, for the distribution
of homologous proteins in sequence space recently attracts a great
deal of attention in particular due to its capacity to accurately
predict residue-residue contacts in a 3D protein structure and com-
plex [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Because genome-wide analyses
require computationally fast methods, approximate methods such
as the mean field approximation [1], [2], [8], [9] and pseudo-
likelihood maximization methods [10], [11] have been employed
for the inverse Potts problem that is to infer fields (hi(ak)) and
couplings (Ji j(ak, al)) from single-site frequencies, Pi(ak) where
ak ∈ {amino acids, deletion}, and pairwise frequencies, Pi j(ak, al),
observed in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA); see methods
S.1.1 of the supplementary material. The performance of contact
prediction by the mean-field or pseudo-likelihood maximization
method is sufficiently good [4], but it has been reported [12], [13],
[14] that these methods can recover the structure of the interaction
network but typically not the correct strength of interactions.
The estimates of the fields and couplings are also employed,
however, to discuss protein evolution [15], [16], particularly to
analyze coevolution between residue substitutions, and to discuss
protein folding [17], [18]. Unlike contact predictions, accurate
estimations of the fields and couplings are required in these
studies; for instance, quantitative analyses of the effects of amino
acid substitutions on protein stability, which are also discussed
in this manuscript. One of generative methods that can better
recover sequence statistics [12], [13], [14] is a Boltzmann ma-
chine learning (BML) [19], [20], [21], [22], in which pairwise
marginal distributions are estimated by Markov chain Monte Carlo
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(MCMC) samplings with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [23],
[24] or Gibbs sampler [25], and the fields and couplings are
iteratively inferred by maximizing log-likelihood, equivalently by
minimizing cross entropy; see methods S.1.6.
The number of parameters, fields and couplings, to be opti-
mized in the inverse Potts problem is very large in comparison
with learning data. To prevent over-fitting, regularization terms
are often employed as part of the objective function. Including
the regularization terms in the cross entropy also fixes the gauge
for the evolutionary potential ψN(σ), which is gauge-invariant, that
is, invariant under a certain transformation of fields and couplings;
see methods S.1.9. An appropriate regularization model and hyper-
parameters, however, must be employed to correctly infer fields
and couplings. Also, a learning method must be one leading to
reasonable values for fields and couplings. However, problems
are: 1) Natural proteins with known fields and couplings are not
available to optimize hyper-parameters and to choose a better
regularization model and gradient-descent method. 2) In addition,
in the Boltzmann machine (BM) the learning process fluctuates,
but the cross entropy/likelihood cannot be used to pick up the best
set of parameters, because it can hardly be evaluated, even though
its partial derivatives can be easily evaluated.
Then, what characteristics are required for the fields and
couplings in protein sequences? 1) Couplings (Ji j) should be
sparse and their strength is expected to negatively correlate with
the distance between residues, because strong residue-residue cor-
relations/coevolutions are expected for closely-located, interacting
residue pairs in a 3D protein structure and complex [1], [2], [8],
[9], [22], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35],
[36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47],
[48], [49], although weak coevolutions may occur to select less-
attractive residue pairs for distantly-located residue pairs [17]. 2)
The sample mean of ψN(σ)(≡ −[∑i{hi(σi) + ∑ j>i Ji j(σi, σ j)}])
over homologous sequences σ(= σN) is equal to the ensemble
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average over the Boltzmann distribution, which may be evaluated
by approximating the distribution of ψN(σ) of random sequences
as a Gaussian distribution, ψ¯ − δψ2, where the ψ¯ and δψ2 are the
mean and variance of ψN(σ) expected for the random sequences
with the same amino acid composition [16], [50], [51], [52], [53];
see methods S.1.2 and methods S.1.3. In contact prediction, hyper-
parameters have been optimized by maximizing the precision of
contact prediction. However, the second requirement for fields and
couplings above should be also satisfied by any method, if the
evolutionary energies of natural sequences can be approximated
to be at equilibrium in the Boltzmann distribution.
In the Boltzmann machine, statistical errors cannot be avoided
in the estimation of the partial derivatives of cross entropy/log-
likelihood, because they are evaluated on the basis of the pairwise
marginal distributions estimated by MCMC samplings. As a result,
even though the learning rate is sufficiently small, the cross
entropy/log-likelihood are not expected to be monotonically im-
proved but to fluctuate in the minimization/maximization process.
In the present case, in which the first-order methods based on gra-
dients are employed, the objective function will further fluctuate.
Here, the average (DKL2 ) of the Kullback-Leibler divergences for
pairwise marginal distributions over all residue pairs is monitored
as an approximate measure of fitting to the target distribution.
Although DKL2 significantly fluctuates, the sample and ensemble
averages of evolutionary energy along a learning process smoothly
change and converge, but their profiles are very different between
the learning methods, indicating which method is better than the
others.
It is well-known that L1 regularization is better for a sparse-
parameter system than L2. In the present system, the couplings J
must be sparse in terms of residue pair (i, j). Hence, L2 for the
fields and group L1 for the couplings (L2-GL1) are employed,
and it is shown that the L2-GL1 model makes the estimate of the
couplings more reasonable than the other models, L2 for fields and
L1 for couplings (L2-L1) and L2 for both (L2-L2); in the present
work, the L1 for couplings means the elastic net including a small
contribution of L2 in addition to the L1 regularization, because it
is known [54] that the regularization of pure L1 can occasionally
produce non-unique solutions; see methods S.1.7.
Secondly, we show that it is preferable for the stepsize of
parameter updates to be proportional to the partial derivative of the
objective function, on estimating the dependencies of couplings
Ji j on the distance between residues i and j. Various stochastic
gradient-descent methods to minimize loss functions have been
invented for machine learning; the momentum method [55],
and Nesterov’s Accelerated Momentum (NAG) (Fast proximal
gradient method) [56] that manipulate the learning rate equally
for all parameters, and AdaGrad [57], AdaDelta [58], RPROP
[59], [60], RMSprop [61], and Adam [62] that employ adaptive
learning rates for each parameter. The per-parameter adaptive
learning rate methods, particularly Adam method, are ones that are
often used in neural networks. They are stable and fast methods
for stochastic gradient-descent. In the RPROP, a stepsize does
not depend on the partial derivative but only on the temporal
behavior of its sign. In the other per-parameter adaptive learning
rate methods, a stepsize is proportional to the partial derivative
but each partial derivative is normalized in such a way that
stepsizes for all parameters are essentially a similar order. This
characteristic of stepsizes appears to be inappropriate for the
present case in which couplings are expected to be very sparse and
to correlate with residue-residue distance. For the present Potts
problem, the RPROP method was modified [12], [14] in such a
way that a stepsize is proportional to the partial derivative with
the proportional constant determined by the RPROP method; we
call this modified RPROP method RPROP-LR; the RPROP-LR
stands for resilient propagation learning rate. On the other hand,
per-parameter adaptive learning rate methods such as Adam and
RPROP-LR do not satisfy the condition required for the use of the
soft-thresholding function for the group L1 regularization, which
is described in the methods section. Thus, we invent and employ
the modified Adam (ModAdam) method, in which the stepsize
of parameter updates is proportional to the partial derivative,
and the proportional constant is not per-parameter but adaptive;
see methods S.1.8. Couplings inferred by the Adam, NAG, and
RPROP-LR in the L2-L2 regularization model are compared with
those by the ModAdam to show that the stepsize of parameter
updates must be proportional to the partial derivative in order to
better estimate the dependencies of couplings Ji j on the distance
between residues i and j.
Thirdly, we discuss how to tune regularization parameters.
In the present model, hyper-parameters that directly affect the
estimates of fields and couplings are two proportional constants,
λ1 and λ2, for their regularization terms. These hyper-parameters
are tuned in such a way that the sample mean of ψN(σN) over
homologous sequences σN is equal to ψ¯ − δψ2, where the ψ¯ and
δψ2 are the mean and variance of ψN(σ) for the random sequences
with the same amino acid composition.
By the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam method, single-site
frequencies and pairwise correlations can be well recovered. Also,
by first estimating fields and couplings from protein sequences
and then again from MCMC samples obtained by the Boltzmann
machine learning, we show that fields and couplings in protein-like
sequences can be well recovered, too. However, the distribution of
evolutionary energies over natural proteins is shifted towards lower
energies from that of MCMC samples, indicating that recovering
the pairwise amino acid frequencies in the resolution of a total
energy is harder for the natural proteins than for the protein-like
sequences.
Lastly, based on the present estimates of fields and couplings,
the constancy of the standard deviation of evolutionary energy
changes due to single nucleotide nonsynonymous substitutions
over protein families, which was found [16] by the mean field
method, is confirmed. Then, selective temperature, which quan-
tifies how strong the folding/structural constraints are in the
evolution of a protein family [15], [16], [63], is estimated based
on the evolutionary energy changes due to single amino acid
substitutions [16]; see methods S.1.4 and S.1.5 for details.
Methods are described in detail in the supplementary file.
2 Results
The multiple sequence alignments (MSA) of the Pfam [64],
protein families PF00153 [14] and PF00595 [16], which include
at least one member whose atomic coordinates are available,
are only employed here, because of intensive computation, in
order to demonstrate what regularization model and what type of
gradient-descent method are preferable, how to tune regularization
parameters, and how well the fields and couplings of protein-like
sequences can be reproduced.
The protein family PF00595 (PDZ domain), which is a com-
mon structural domain of 80-90 amino-acids found in diverse
signaling proteins, is chosen because experimental data of 31
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folding free energy changes (∆∆GND) due to various types of
single amino acid changes at many sites is available, which
are required to estimate selective temperatures defined in Eq.
S12. On the other hand, PF00153 (Mitochondrial substrate/solute
carrier) that consists of more family members than PF00595 has
been chosen to examine the effects of alignment depth on the
recoverability of single-site and pairwise amino acid frequencies
and the estimation of fields and couplings.
The length of the proteins, the number of sequences (N) in
the MSAs and their effective number (Neff) are listed in Table 1.
The number of sequences (M) that do not contain deletions and
their effective number (Meff) are also listed in this table as well
as the PDB IDs of the protein structures employed to calculate
contacting residue pairs.
TABLE 1
Protein Families Employed.
Pfam ID N / Neff a M b / Meff a L c PDB ID
PF00595† 13814 / 4748.8 1255 / 340.0 81 1GM1-A:16-96
PF00153 54582 / 19473.9 255 / 139.8 97 2LCK-A:112-208
†
Identical sequences are removed.
a
The effective number of sequences,
∑
σN wσN , where the sample weight
wσN for a natural sequence σN is equal to the inverse of the number of
sequences that are less than 20% different from a given sequence.
b
The number of unique sequences that include no deletion for PF00595 and
no more than 2 for PF00153.
c
The number of residues in a sequence.
2.1 A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Method
Multiple Markov chains from different initial configurations with
the same potential are generated by the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm [23], [24] in parallel computation and Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) samplings are done in each chain to estimate pair-
wise marginal distributions after the fluctuation of ψN(σ) passes
a statistical test for an equilibrium condition. The Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm was employed due to less computation time
rather than the Gibbs sampler [25]. Then, the partial derivatives of
the cross entropy including the regularization terms are evaluated
according to Eqs. S40 and S41, and it is iteratively minimized by
a gradient-descent method. The estimates of the partial derivatives
on the basis of the marginal distributions estimated by the MCMC
samplings strongly depend on the number of samples employed.
The more samples are employed, the more precisely they can
be estimated, although computational loads also increase. In the
present case, the target frequencies are estimated from the MSA
consisting of a limited number of sequences, limiting the accuracy
of fields and couplings inferred. Employing too many samples to
estimate marginal probabilities would cause over-fitting. Here, we
employ samples whose number is equal to the effective number of
sequences in the MSA in order to estimate the pairwise marginal
distributions; NMC ' Neff.
Because the first-order methods based on gradients are used
for minimization, and also the estimates of the gradients include
statistical errors due to MCMC samplings, the cross entropy
including the regularization terms fluctuates during the process of
the minimization. However, an optimum set of fields and couplings
cannot be chosen on the basis of the cross entropy, because the
cross entropy itself can hardly be evaluated although its partial
derivatives can be. Here, the average of the Kullback-Leibler
divergences of the pairwise marginal distributions over all site
pairs is employed as an approximate measure of fitting to the
target distribution; see Eq. S68.
2.2 How to Tune Regularization Parameters, λ1 and λ2
Hyper-parameters that directly affect the estimated values of
parameters are two regularization parameters, λ1 for fields φi(ak)
and λ2 for couplings φi j(ak, al); see Eqs. S46 and S53.
These parameters are tuned for inferred fields and couplings to
satisfy the condition that the sample mean ψN(σN) of evolutionary
energies over homologous sequences σN is equal to the ensem-
ble average 〈ψN(σ)〉σ of evolutionary energy in the Boltzmann
distribution; according to the random energy model for protein
folding [50], [51], [52], [53], the ensemble average is evaluated
to be 〈ψN(σ)〉σ = ψ¯ − δψ2 by approximating the distribution
of the evolutionary energies of random sequences as a Gaussian
distribution, where its mean (ψ¯) and variance (δψ2) are evaluated
to be equal to those of ψN(σ) expected for random sequences
whose amino acid composition is equal to the average amino acid
composition of sequences in the MSA [16]; see Eqs. S6 and S9.
Increasing λ1 and λ2 enforces the values of φi(ak) and
φi j(ak, al) toward zero, respectively. First, reduce the regularization
terms by decreasing λ1 with λ2 = λ1. The more it is reduced, the
better single-site and pairwise probabilities become recovered. If
λ1 is reduced beyond a certain value, they will be over-fitted.
In Fig. 1, ψN(σN) and 〈ψN(σ)〉σ are plotted against λ1 with
λ2 = λ1. Energies are expressed in the Ising gauge for comparison;
see Eq. S70. The ensemble average of evolutionary energy in
the Gaussian approximation as well as the average evolutionary
energy of homologous sequences in the MSA would decrease to
favor those sequences as the regularization terms are reduced, At
the certain value of λ1, where the over-fitting begins to occur,
〈ψN(σ)〉σ and ψN(σN) almost take their minima. This value λ1,0
is the optimum value for λ1. In the case of PF00153 that consists
of more sequences than PF00595, ψN(σN) is more negative than
〈ψN(σ)〉σ, indicating that the natural sequences are over-favored.
In the case of PF00595, they are almost equal to each other at the
λ1 = λ2 = λ1,0.
Then, increase λ2 fixing λ1 at λ1 = λ1,0. Increasing λ2
increases sparsity in couplings, reducing coupling interactions
including noises. As a result, the average evolutionary energy
of homologous sequences in the MSA as well as the ensemble
average of evolutionary energy in the Gaussian approximation
would increase, and the former would become higher than the
latter, because reducing couplings makes the target sequences
unfavorable. A crossing point λ2,0 of 〈ψN(σ)〉σ and ψN(σN) is
the optimum value for λ2, where the over-fitting disappears. The
values of the regularization parameters determined in this way are
listed in Table 2 for PF00595 and Table 3 for PF00153. These
tables include those for the L2-GL1, L2-L2, and L2-L1 models.
In the case of employing the Monte Carlo samples obtained
in Boltzmann machines as protein-like sequences, as the λ1 is
decreased below a certain value λ1,0 with λ2 = λ1, 〈ψN(σ)〉σ
becomes more negative than ψN(σ), before both take their minima,
because the average evolutionary energy of the Monte Carlo
samples is much higher than that of the natural sequences as
discussed later; this λ1,0 is taken as the optimum value for λ1.
2.3 Dependences of Inferred Parameters on the Gradient-
Descent Methods
First, the dependences of inferred parameters on the gradient-
descent methods, Adam [62], NAG [56], RPROP-LR [12], [14],
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of how to tune regularization parameters, λ1 for fields and λ2 for couplings. The average evolutionary energy per
residue ψN/L of natural sequences and the ensemble average of evolutionary energy per residue (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L in the Ising gauge are plotted by circle and
plus markes, respectively, against one of the regularization parameters, λ1Ne f f with λ2 = λ1 or λ2Ne f f with λ1 = λ1,0; λ1,0 and λ2,0 are the optimum values of
λ1 and λ2, respectively. The regularization model L2-GL1 and the modified Adam method are employed; see Tables 2 and 3 for the values of λ1,0 and λ2,0.
The upper and lower rows correspond to the figures for PF00595 and PF00153, respectively. The left four figures are for natural sequences of PF00595 and
PF00153, and the right four figures are for the MCMC samples, MC1162 and MC1445 that are obtained in the Boltzmann machine learnings for PF00595
and PF00153, respectively.
TABLE 2
Regularization Parameters and Characteristics of Boltzmann Machinesa with the ModAdam Method for PF00595.
MSA regularizers λ1 λ2 #Iter b DKL1 D
KL
2 δψ
2/L c (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L d ψN/L e ψMC/L f Precision g
PF00595 L2-GL1 0.100/Neff = λ1 1250 0.00506 0.0709 3.23 −3.64 −3.64 −3.29 0.565
PF00595h L2-GL1 0.100/Neff 40.0/Neff 1162† 0.00369 0.0759 2.75 −3.15 −3.15 −2.79 0.588
(−2.81i)
MC1162‡ L2-GL1 0.100/Neff 40.0/Neff 1151 0.00283 0.0689 2.61 −2.98 −2.80 −2.63 0.500
(−2.82 j)
MC1162‡ L2-GL1 0.891/Neff = λ1 1280 0.00296 0.0621 2.76 −3.14 −3.15 −2.93 0.457
MC1162‡h L2-GL1 0.891/Neff 12.6/Neff 1183 0.00275 0.0646 2.63 −3.00 −3.00 −2.79 0.483
(−2.93 j)
PF00595 L2-L1 k 0.100/Neff = λ1 1201 0.00674 0.0747 3.19 −3.60 −3.61 −3.31 0.563
PF00595h L2-L1 k 0.100/Neff 0.316/Neff 1007 0.00497 0.0736 3.08 −3.48 −3.49 −3.13 0.560
PF00595 L2-L2 0.100/Neff = λ1 1047 0.00580 0.0737 3.13 −3.54 −3.55 −3.27 0.557
PF00595h L2-L2 0.100/Neff 25.1/Neff 1119 0.00387 0.0725 2.99 −3.39 −3.39 −3.04 0.551
a
Boltzmann machine learning is carried out with more iterations than 1200 by the modified Adam gradient-descent method with ρm = 0.9,
ρv = 0.999, and an initial learning rate, κ0 = 0.01; see methods S.1.8. The number of MCMC samples in the Metropolis-Hastings method is equal
to the effective number of sequences; NMC ' Neff.
b
The iteration number corresponding to min DKL2 over the iteration numbers larger than 1000.c
The variance per residue of the evolutionary energies of random sequences.
d 〈ψN (σ)〉/L: the ensemble average of evolutionary energy per residue in the Boltzmann distribution by the Gaussian approximation for the
distribution of the evolutionary energies of random sequences with the mean ψ¯ and the variance δψ2; the Ising gauge is employed.
e
The sample average of evolutionary energies per residue over the sequences with no deletion in the MSA; the Ising gauge is employed.
f
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over the MCMC samples with no deletion; the Ising gauge is employed.
g
Precision of contact prediction; the number of predicted contacts is 352, which is equal to the total number of closely located residue pairs within 8
Å between side-chain centers in the 3D protein structure. The corrected Frobenius norm of couplings is employed for the contact score [10], [11].
h
The optimum set of regularization parameters, which is indicated by bold fonts.
i
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over the MCMC samples with no deletion, 3317 of the total 100000 samples.
j
The sample average of evolutionary energies per residue over the natural proteins with no deletion.
k
The L1 means the elastic net with θ2 = 0.9 in Eq. S46.‡
MCMC samples corresponding to †.
and ModAdam, are examined on PF00595; see methods S.1.8.
Because the Adam and RPROP-LR do not satisfy the condition
Eq. S55 to be able to use the soft-thresholding function that is
a method for faster convergence in the group L1 regularization,
the L2-L2 is employed here instead of the L2-GL1 regularization.
The same regularization parameters, which have been tuned for
the L2-L2 regularization as described in the preceding section,
are employed for all gradient-descent methods. Although all the
methods attain similar precisions in contact prediction as shown
in Table 4, the inferred couplings and the profile of evolutionary
energy along the learning process are very different among the
gradient-descent methods.
In Fig. 2, the averages of Kullback-Leibler divergences,
DKL2 for pairwise marginal distributions and D
KL
1 for single site
marginal distributions, which are defined by Eqs. S68 and S69,
are plotted against the iteration number of learning in pink for the
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TABLE 3
Regularization Parameters and Characteristics of Boltzmann Machinesa with the ModAdam Method for PF00153.
MSA regularizers λ1 λ2 #Iter b DKL1 D
KL
2 δψ
2/L c (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L d ψN/L e ψMC/L f Precision g
PF00153 L2-GL1 0.100/Neff = λ1 1084 0.00342 0.0264 2.71 −3.02 −3.29 −3.04 0.596
PF00153h L2-GL1 0.100/Neff 209/Neff 1445† 0.00112 0.0318 2.50 −2.82 −2.83 −2.54 0.630
(−2.51i)
MC1445‡ L2-GL1 0.100/Neff 209/Neff 1390 0.00151 0.0323 2.48 −2.82 −2.54 −2.52 0.630
(−2.83 j)
MC1445‡ L2-GL1 7.94/Neff = λ1 1181 0.000975 0.0160 2.25 −2.57 −2.57 −2.47 0.551
MC1445‡h L2-GL1 7.94/Neff 20.0/Neff 1197 0.000985 0.0162 2.24 −2.55 −2.55 −2.43 0.557
(−2.64 j)
PF00153 L2-L1 k 0.100/Neff = λ1 1149 0.00313 0.0265 2.73 −3.05 −3.32 −3.09 0.599
PF00153h L2-L1 k 0.100/Neff 25.1/Neff 1208 0.00165 0.0318 2.57 −2.91 −2.91 0.557
PF00153 L2-L2 0.100/Neff = λ1 1223 0.00329 0.0264 2.76 −3.08 −3.35 −3.10 0.605
PF00153h L2-L2 0.100/Neff 398/Neff 1066 0.00119 0.0336 2.55 −2.87 −2.86 −2.52 0.569
a
Boltzmann machine learning is carried out with more iterations than 1200 by the modified Adam gradient-descent method with ρm = 0.9,
ρv = 0.999, and an initial learning rate, κ0 = 0.01; see methods S.1.8. The number of MCMC samples in the Metropolis-Hastings method is equal
to the effective number of sequences; NMC ' Neff.
b
The iteration number corresponding to min DKL2 over the iteration numbers larger than 1000.c
The variance per residue of the evolutionary energies of random sequences
d 〈ψN (σ)〉/L: the ensemble average of evolutionary energy per residue in the Boltzmann distribution by the Gaussian approximation for the
distribution of the evolutionary energies of random sequences with the mean ψ¯ and the variance δψ2; the Ising gauge is employed.
e
The sample average of evolutionary energies per residue over the sequences with no more than 2 deletions for PF00153 and with no more than 3
for the MCMC samples; the Ising gauge is employed.
f
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over the MCMC samples with no more than 3 deletions; the Ising gauge is employed.
g
Precision of contact prediction; the number of predicted contacts is 332, which is equal to the total number of closely located residue pairs within 8
Å between side-chain centers in the 3D protein structure. The corrected Frobenius norm of couplings is employed for the contact score [10], [11].
h
The optimum set of regularization parameters, which is indicated by bold fonts.
i
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over the MCMC samples with no deletion, 207 of the total 100000 samples.
j
The sample average of evolutionary energies per residue over the natural proteins with no more than 2 deletions.
k
The L1 means the elastic net with θ2 = 0.9 in Eq. S46.‡
MCMC samples corresponding to †.
TABLE 4
Comparison of the Learning Methodsa for Gradient Descent on PF00595.
Learning
method regularizers λ1 λ2 #Iter b DKL1 D
KL
2 δψ
2/L c (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L d ψN/L e ψMC/L f Precision g
ModAdam h L2-L2 0.100/Neff 25.1/Neff 1119 0.00387 0.0725 2.99 −3.39 −3.39 −3.04 0.551
(second run) i 2018 0.00372 0.0696 3.12 −3.53 −3.52 −3.16 0.568
Adam h L2-L2 0.100/Neff 25.1/Neff 1012 0.00320 0.0681 3.35 −3.73 −3.59 −3.23 0.563
NAG h L2-L2 0.100/Neff 25.1/Neff 1110 0.00381 0.0724 2.94 −3.34 −3.34 −3.01 0.557
i 2095 0.00361 0.0690 3.08 −3.48 −3.48 −3.12 0.565
RPROP-LR j L2-L2 0.100/Neff 25.1/Neff 1052 0.00391 0.0766 2.97 −3.36 −3.28 −2.95 0.560
a
Boltzmann machine learning is carried out with more iterations than 1200 by each gradient-descent method; see methods S.1.8. The number of
MCMC samples in the Metropolis-Hastings method is equal to the effective number of sequences; NMC ' Neff.
b
The iteration number corresponding to min DKL2 over the iteration numbers larger than 1000.c
The variance per residue of evolutionary energies of random sequences
d 〈ψN (σ)〉/L: the ensemble average of evolutionary energy per residue in the Boltzmann distribution by the Gaussian approximation for the
distribution of the evolutionary energies of random sequences with the mean ψ¯ and the variance δψ2; the Ising gauge is employed.
e
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over the homologous sequences with no deletion in the MSA; the Ising gauge is employed.
f
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over the MCMC samples with no deletion; the Ising gauge is employed.
g
Precision of contact prediction; the number of predicted contacts is 352, which is equal to the total number of closely located residue pairs within
8 Å between side-chain centers in the 3D protein structure. The corrected Frobenius norm of couplings is employed for the contact score [10],
[11].
h
The initial learning rates and other hyper-parameters are (κ0 = 0.01, ρm = 0.9, ρv = 0.999) for the ModAdam, (κ0 = 0.001, ρm = 0.9, ρv = 0.999)
for the Adam, and (κ0 = 0.1, ρm = 0.95) for the NAG; see methods S.1.8.
i
The iteration number corresponding to min DKL2 over the iteration numbers larger than 2000; more than 2100 iterations are carried out.
j
The RPROP learning rate method [12]: the learning rates are limited between 10−5 and 10.
ModAdam, in black for the Adam, NAG, and RPROP-LR. The
fluctuations of DKL2 and D
KL
1 at large iteration numbers primarily
originate in the statistical error of marginal frequencies estimated
by the MCMC sampling. In the ModAdam method, DKL2 converge
more slowly and its fluctuations seem to be larger than in the
other methods. However, a more important thing is the reasonable
inference of fields and couplings.
Let us see how the single-site frequencies and pairwise cor-
relations are recovered in each method, and how the inferred
fields and couplings differ among the gradient-descent methods.
The fields and couplings as well as the marginal single-site
frequencies and pairwise correlations are compared between the
ModAdam and Adam methods in Fig. 3 and Fig. S1. It should
be noticed here that fields and couplings are expressed in the
Ising gauge for comparison. Although the single-site marginal
probabilities in both models almost coincide with each other,
there are some fields that are significantly more positive in the
Adam than in the ModAdam. On the other hand, strong couplings
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Fig. 2. Learning processes by the ModAdam, Adam, NAG, and RPROP-LR gradient-descent methods for PF00595. The averages of Kullback-Leibler
divergences, D2KL for pairwise marginal distributions and D
1
KL for single-site marginal distributions, are drawn against iteration number in the learning
processes. D2KL and D
1
KL for the Adam, NAG, and RPROP-LR are indicated by the upper and lower black lines in the left, middle, and right figures,
respectively, and those for the ModAdam are shown in pink in all figures for comparison. The L2-L2 regularization model is employed. The values of
hyper-parameters are listed in Table 4 as well as others.
are significantly underestimated by the Adam in the comparison
with the ModAdam. Consistently, the pairwise correlations are
slightly under-reproduced in the region of strong correlations. As
a result, the negative correlation between couplings and residue-
residue distance is better detected by the ModAdam than by the
Adam method as shown in Fig. 4, in which Ji j(ak, al), where
(ak, al) = argmaxak ,al,deletion|Ji j(ak, al)| in the Ising gauge, are
plotted against the distance between ith and jth residues; all
residue pairs with |Ji j(ak, al)| >= 0.73 in either method are in
contact within 8 Å, but there are only 6 such pairs in the Adam
but 16 pairs in the ModAdam; only amino acid pairs are taken
into account in the argmax, because deletions within gaps in Pfam
alignments tend to have large positive correlations. This tendency
is very clear even at the small number of iterations; see Fig. S2.
Even if gradient-descent methods attain to a similar solution via
different intermediate states, it will be desirable to attain with a
limited number of iterations to approximate solutions that satisfy
characteristics required for the solution. Here it is noteworthy that
the fields and couplings inferred by the NAG almost coincide with
those by the ModAdam; see Fig. 3 and Fig. S3. Hence, these
results indicate that the stepsize of parameter updates must be
proportional to the partial derivative in order to correctly estimate
the dependencies of couplings Ji j on the distance between residues
i and j. The parameters inferred by the Adam likely include as
much information of contact ranks as those by the ModAdam,
because as shown in Table 4 the precision of contact prediction
by the Adam is as good as that by the ModAdam. It should be
noticed, however, that the present purpose is to correctly infer not
only the ranks but also couplings and fields. In the Adam method,
a stepsize for each parameter update is proportional to the partial
derivative that is normalized for each parameter at each step, so
that stepsizes are essentially in the same order for all parameters
at each iteration, making the Adam suitable to similarly dense
interaction systems as well as the L2 regularization.
RPROP, in which the stepsize does not depend on the value of
the partial derivative but on its sign, was modified [12] for inverse
Potts problems to be proportional to the partial derivative. This
modified RPROP is called here RPROP-LR. In Fig. 3 and Fig.
S4, the fields and couplings inferred by the RPROP-LR method
are shown in comparison with those by the ModAdam as well
as the marginal single-site probabilities and pairwise correlations.
The RPROP-LR method is, like Adam, a per-parameter adaptive
learning rate method but unlike Adam it does not normalize each
partial derivative of parameter. As a result, the RPROP-LR infers
couplings similarly to the ModAdam. From these figures, it is hard
to judge which is better, ModAdam or RPROP-LR. However, The
sample and ensemble averages of evolutionary energy along the
learning process provide more useful information with respect to
the characteristics of each gradient-descent method.
In Fig. 5, the average evolutionary energy per residue (ψN/L)
of natural sequences and the ensemble average of evolutionary
energy per residue ((ψ¯ − δψ2)/L) are plotted against the iteration
number for each method. These profiles are well reproducible
by another run of Boltzmann machine learning. In the figure
for the ModAdam method, both the results of the first and
second runs are shown by dots and solid lines, respectively. They
indistinguishably overlap to each other. The profile of evolutionary
energy along the learning process is very different among the
gradient-descent methods. The average of evolutionary energies
over natural proteins, ψN , as well as DKL2 more quickly converges
in the RPROP-LR and Adam than in the ModAdam. However, a
more important feature is that the sample average of evolutionary
energies over natural sequences, ψN(σN), is higher than (ψ¯ − δψ2)
with the interaction parameters inferred by the Adam and RPROP-
LR methods under the regularization parameters under which they
are equal to each other in the ModAdam method. It should be
recalled that (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L approximates the ensemble average
〈ψN(σ)〉σ of evolutionary energy in the Boltzmann distribution;
see Eq. S9. The fact that ψN(σN) > (ψ¯ − δψ2) indicates that the
fields and couplings inferred by the Adam and the RPROP-LR are
less favorable to the natural proteins than those by the ModAdam
under the same condition. In other words, the ModAdam method is
better to infer more reasonable interaction parameters for protein
sequences than the Adam and the RPROP-LR. In addition, DKL2
of the MCMC samples obtained by the RPROP-LR is higher than
that of the ModAdam as shown in Table 4, indicating that the
recoverability of pairwise frequencies is less in the RPROP-LR
than in the ModAdam.
The NAG method is not a per-parameter learning rate method
and employs a stepsize that is proportional to the partial derivative
in common with the ModAdam. As a result, the fields and
couplings inferred by the NAG almost coincide with those by
the ModAdam. However, the sample and ensemble averages of
evolutionary energy converge a little higher values in the NAG
than in the ModAdam, indicating that the fields and couplings are
slightly more optimized by the ModAdam.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of the inferred couplings Ji j(ak, al) in the Ising gauge between the ModAdam and the other gradient-descent methods, Adam, NAG,
and RPROP-LR, for PF00595. The abscissas correspond to the couplings inferred by the modified Adam, and the ordinates correspond to those by the
Adam, NAG, and RPROP-LR in order from the left to the right. The regularization model L2-L2 is employed for all methods. The solid lines show the equal
values between the ordinate and abscissa. The values of hyper-parameters are listed in Table 2. The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 are
removed.
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Fig. 4. Differences in the learning of coupling parameters, Ji j(ak, al), be-
tween the ModAdam and Adam gradient-descent methods for PF00595. All
Ji j(ak, al) where (ak, al) = argmaxak ,al,deletion |Ji j(ak, al)| in the Ising gauge are
plotted against the distance between ith and jth residues. The ModAdam
and Adam methods are employed for the left and right figures, respectively.
The regularization model L2-L2 is employed for both methods. The learning
processes by both methods are shown in Fig. 2. Please notice that more
strong couplings tend to be inferred for closely located residues pairs by
the ModAdam method than by the Adam method. The values of hyper-
parameters are listed in Table 2.
The Adam method as well as L2 regularization is not ap-
propriate to the present Potts problem, because residue-residue
interactions in proteins are very sparse. On the other hand, the
RPROP-LR appears to be inferior to the ModAdam and NAG with
respect to the quality of inferred interactions, although it quickly
converges and infers couplings similar to those by ModAdam, In
addition, the Adam and RPROP-LR cannot be used with the soft-
thresholding function for fast convergence in the group L1 regu-
larization, because they are per-parameter adaptive learning rate
methods; see Eq. S55. Thus, the ModAdam method is employed
in the following; see methods S.1.8.
2.4 Dependences of Inferred Parameters on the Regular-
ization Models: the Effects of the Group L1 Regularization
The profiles of the average evolutionary energies of PF00595 and
PF00153 in the learning processes with the L2-GL1 regularization
are shown in Fig. 6; the values of the regularization parameters
are listed in Tables 2 and 3. It is clear that both ψN and ψ¯ − δψ2
almost converge. In Fig. 7 and Fig. S5, the Ji j(ak, al), where
(ak, al) = argmaxak ,al,deletion|Ji j(ak, al)| in the Ising gauge, are
plotted against the distance between ith and jth residues for
each regularization model. The negative correlation of coupling
interactions on residue-residue distance is clearly shown in all
models. On the other hand, there is not an energy gap at the
value zero for Ji j(ak, al) in the L2-GL1 but in the other models,
indicating that the group-L1 regularization is effective to yield
sparsity in the couplings. It should be noticed here that in the
present work the L1 for couplings means the elastic net including
a small contribution of L2 in addition to the L1 regularization to
avoid non-unique solutions; see Eq. S46.
The direct comparisons of the inferred fields and couplings
between the L2-GL1 and the other regularization models are
shown in Fig. 8 for PF00595 and Fig. 9 for PF00153; also see
Figs. S6 and S7 for marginal single-site probabilities and pairwise
correlations. There is no significant difference in the inferred
fields between the regularization models. On the other hand, weak
couplings are differently inferred between the L2-GL1 and the
other models, and the differences of their estimates clearly show
the typical characteristics of the group-L1 model that the coupling
interactions are estimated sparsely in the L2-GL1 model. Coupling
interactions except for nearly non-interacting residue pairs are
inferred to be weaker in the L2-L2 than L2-GL1, but in the L2-L1
similarly to the L2-GL1. This tendency is more clearly shown for
PF00153 consisting of more sequences than for PF00595.
In Fig. 10, the precisions of contact prediction based on
contact score, which is defined as the corrected Frobenius norm
of couplings [10], [11], are compared among the regularization
models; residues whose side chain centers are within 8 Å in
a three-dimensional protein structure are defined here to be in
contact, including neighboring residue pairs along a sequence.
The L2-GL1 model performs better in a whole range of contact
ranks than the L2-L1 and L2-L2 models. Consistently, the better
performance of the L2-GL1 model is more clear for PF00153 that
consists of more effective sequences than PF00595. The better
performance of the L2-GL1 than the others is, however, less than
0.04 in precision for PF00595 and 0.08 for PF00153.
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Fig. 5. The profile of the average evolutionary energies along the learning process in the L2-L2 model by each gradient-descent method for PF00595.
The average evolutionary energy per residue ψN/L of natural sequences and the ensemble average of evolutionary energy per residue in the Gaussian
approximation (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L in the Ising gauge are plotted every 10 iterations against iteration number in the learning by each of the ModAdam, NAG,
Adam, and RPROP-LR in the order of the left to the right; the sample and ensemble averages are indicated by the upper and lower lines, respectively. The
L2-L2 regularization model is employed. For the ModAdam in the leftmost figure, those for the first run of 1220 iterations and for the second run, which is
conditioned to run by more than 2000 iterations, are plotted by dots and solid lines, respectively; they indistinguishably overlap.
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Fig. 6. The profiles of the average evolutionary energies along the leaning
process in the L2-GL1 model by the ModAdam for PF00595 and PF00153.
The average evolutionary energy per residue ψN/L of natural sequences
and the ensemble average of evolutionary energy per residue in the Gaus-
sian approximation (ψ¯ − δψ2)/L in the Ising gauge are plotted every 10
iterations against iteration number in the learning by the ModAdam; the
sample and ensemble averages are indicated by the upper and lower
lines, respectively. The left and right figures are for PF00595 and PF00153,
respectively. The L2-GL1 regularization model is employed. The values of
the regularization parameters are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
2.5 Recoverabilities of Single-Site Frequencies and Pair-
wise Correlations in the L2-GL1 Regularization Model
Recoverabilities of single-site frequencies and pairwise correla-
tions in the L2-GL1 model are shown in Fig. 11 and in Figs. S9
and S10, and are also indicated by the values of DKL1 and D
KL
2
listed in Tables 2 and 3 . Although single-site and pairwise amino
acid probabilities are well recovered in both protein families,
they are better recovered as expected in PF00153 consisting
of more effective number of sequences than PF00595; Both
DKL1 = 0.00112 and D
KL
2 = 0.0318 for PF00153 are less than half
of DKL1 = 0.00369 and D
KL
2 = 0.0759 for PF00595, even though λ2
is larger for PF00153 than PF00595. It should be noticed, however,
that the correlations, Ci j(ak, al) ≡ Pi j(ak, al) − Pi(ak)P j(al), are
under-reproduced with this set of the regularization parameters
for strongly correlated site pairs in both proteins.
2.6 Reproducibilities of Fields and Couplings in the L2-
GL1 Model
Now let us consider how well the Boltzmann machine can infer
fields and couplings from protein sequence data. Reproducibil-
ities of fields and couplings have been examined for artificial
interactions on a lattice protein and others [12]. Here, MCMC
samples that are generated with the fields and couplings inferred
by the Boltzmann machine for the protein families are employed as
protein-like sequences for which the Boltzmann machine learning
with the same regularization model and gradient-descent method
is executed again in order to examine how well the Boltzmann
machine can reproduce the fields and couplings in protein-like
sequences.
MC1162 listed in Table 2 and MC1445 in Table 3 are MCMC
samples generated with the fields and couplings inferred for
PF00595 and for PF00153, respectively. First, the regularization
parameters optimized in the first stage have been employed
for the Boltzmann machine in the second stage. Ideally, the
condition, (ψ¯ − δψ2) ∼ ψN , should be satisfied with this set
of regularization parameters. In the interactions inferred in the
first stage, however, the average evolutionary energies of MCMC
samples are higher than those of the natural protein families. As
a result, 〈ψN(σ)〉σ < ψN is obtained with the same regularization
parameters in the second stage,
The sample averages of the following evolutionary energies
take similar values in both set of interactions inferred in the first
and second stages except ψPF00595; ψPF00595 = −3.15 < −2.82,
ψMC1162 = −2.79 ∼ −2.80, ψPF00153 = −2.83 ∼ −2.83, and
ψMC1445 = −2.54 ∼ −2.54 in the interactions inferred in the
first and second stages, respectively, and 〈ψN(σ)〉σ ∼ ψPF00595 ≤
ψMC1162 and 〈ψN(σ)〉σ ∼ ψPF00153 ≤ ψMC1445 are satisfied in both
the interactions. This fact indicates that the interactions inferred in
the second stage also favor the natural protein families, and in this
aspect those inferred in the first stage are well recovered in the
second stages, although the optimum condition, 〈ψN(σ)〉σ ∼ ψN ,
is not satisfied. However, let us tune the regularization parameters
without a priori knowledge according to the procedure described
in the preceding section. Regularization parameters optimized in
the second stage are listed in Table 2 and 3.
The single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations recovered
in the second stage are compared with those in the first stage and
also with the natural proteins in Fig. 12 and in Figs. S11 and S12.
The single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations are extremely
well recovered in the second stage for PF00153 consisting of more
sequences than PF00595. Pairwise correlations are slightly under-
reproduced for strongly correlated site pairs of PF00595 as well
as in the first stage. The smaller values of λ2 in the second stage
than in the first stage cause single-site frequencies and pairwise
correlations to be better recovered and also smaller DKL1 and D
KL
2
in the second stage than in the first stage.
In Figs. 13 and 14, the fields and couplings inferred in the
second stage are compared with true ones, that is, those inferred in
the first stage. Both are well recovered, although strong couplings
are always under-estimated in both proteins. Large errors may be
included in the estimates for weak couplings of |Ji j(ak, al)| < −0.6.
Noise being included in the couplings is expected to increase as
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Fig. 7. Differences of inferred couplings Ji j(ak, al) among the regularization models for PF00153. All Ji j(ak, bl) where (ak, al) = argmaxak ,al,deletion |Ji j(ak, al)|
in the Ising gauge are plotted against the distance between ith and jth residues. The regularization models L2-GL1, L2-L1, and L2-L2 are employed for the
left, middle, and right figures, respectively. The protein family PF00153 is employed. The values of regularization parameters are listed in Table 3.
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Fig. 8. Comparisons of inferred couplings Ji j(ak, al) in the Ising gauge
between the regularization models for PF00595. Both abscissa correspond
to the couplings inferred by the L2-GL1. The ordinates in the left and right
figures correspond to the couplings inferred by the L2-L1 and L2-L2 models,
respectively. The values of regularization parameters are listed in Table 2.
The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa.
The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 are removed.
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of inferred couplings Ji j(ak, al) in the Ising gauge
between the regularization models for PF00153. Both abscissa correspond
to the couplings inferred by the L2-GL1. The ordinates in the left and right
figures correspond to the couplings inferred by the L2-L1 and L2-L2 models,
respectively. The values of regularization parameters are listed in Table 3.
The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa.
The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 are removed.
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Fig. 10. Precision of each regularization model in the contact predictions
for PF00595 and PF00153. Precisions of contact predictions are compared
between the regularization models. The ordinate of each figure corresponds
to the precision of contact prediction, in which residue pairs are predicted
as contacts in the decreasing order of contact score, and the number of
predicted contacts is indicated as (the lowest rank of contact score) /L
by the abscissa. Residues whose side chain centers are within 8 Å in the
3D protein structure are defined to be in contact; neighboring residue pairs
along the sequence are included. The left and right figures are for the protein
families PF00595 and PF00153, respectively. The solid, broken, and dotted
lines correspond to the regularization models, L2-GL1, L2-L1, and L2-L2,
respectively. The corrected Frobenius norm of couplings is employed for the
contact score [10], [11].
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Fig. 11. Recoverabilities of the pairwise correlations of PF00595 and
PF00153 by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and
the ModAdam method. The left and right figures are for PF00595 and
PF00153, respectively; DKL2 = 0.0759 for PF00595 and D
KL
2 = 0.0318
for PF00153. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate
and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001 are
removed. See Tables 2 and 3 for the regularization parameters employed.
2.7 Reproducibility of the Evolutionary Energy Distribu-
tion of Natural Proteins by MCMC Samples in the L2-GL1
Model
It has been shown [14] that pairwise coevolutionary models cap-
ture the collective residue variability across homologous proteins
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Fig. 12. Recoverabilities of the pairwise correlations by the Boltzmann
machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam method for
the protein-like sequences, the MCMC samples that are obtained by the
same Boltzmann machine for PF00595 and PF00153. The MCMC samples
obtained by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and
the ModAdam method for PF00595 and PF00153 are employed as protein-
like sequences for which the Boltzmann machine learning with the same
model and method is executed again in order to examine how precisely
the marginals of protein-like sequences can be recovered. The marginals
recovered by the Boltzmann machine learning for the MCMC samples are
compared to those of the MCMC samples. The left and right figures are
for the single-site probabilities and pairwise correlations, respectively. The
solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The
overlapped points of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001 are removed. See Tables
2 and 3 for the regularization parameters employed.
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Fig. 13. Reproducibility of the fields and couplings in the Ising gauge by
the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam
method for the protein-like sequences, the MCMC samples that are obtained
by the same Boltzmann machine for PF00595. The MCMC samples ob-
tained by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the
ModAdam method for PF00595 are employed as protein-like sequences for
which the Boltzmann machine learning with the same model and method
is executed again in order to examine how well the fields and couplings
in the protein-like sequences can be reproduced. The fields and couplings
inferred by the Boltzmann machine learning for the MCMC samples are
plotted against the actual values of their interactions in the left and right
figures, respectively. The solid lines show the equal values between the
ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001
are removed. See Table 2 for the regularization parameters employed.
even for quantities which are not imposed by the inference proce-
dure, like three-residue correlations and the sequence distances
between homologs. However, as listed in Tables 2 and 3 the
average evolutionary energies of natural proteins in PF00595 and
in PF00153 are significantly lower than those of MCMC samples
obtained by the Boltzmann machine learnings. The same fact was
also reported for the Pfam family PF00014 [12]. In Fig. 15, the
histograms of evolutionary energies are compared with between
the natural protein families, PF00595 and PF00153, and the
MCMC samples obtained by the Boltzmann machine learnings.
Here, only sequences with no deletion for PF00595 and with
a few deletions for PF00153 are employed. It is clear that the
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Fig. 14. Reproducibility of the fields and couplings in the Ising gauge by
the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam
method for the protein-like sequences, the MCMC samples that are obtained
by the same Boltzmann machine for PF00153. The MCMC samples ob-
tained by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the
ModAdam method for PF00153 are employed as protein-like sequences for
which the Boltzmann machine learning with the same model and method
is executed again in order to examine how well the fields and couplings
in the protein-like sequences can be reproduced. The fields and couplings
inferred by the Boltzmann machine learning for the MCMC samples are
plotted against the actual values of their interactions in the left and right
figures, respectively. The solid lines show the equal values between the
ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001
are removed. See Table 3 for the regularization parameters employed.
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Fig. 15. Comparisons of the histograms of inferred evolutionary energies in
the Ising gauge between the target sequences (ψN ) and the MCMC samples
(ψMC ) obtained by the Boltzmann machine learnings. In the upper left and
right figures, the evolutionary energies (ψN ) of the natural proteins are com-
pared with those (ψMC ) of the MCMC samples obtained by the Boltzmann
machine learnings for PF00595 and PF00153, respectively. Sequences with
no deletion for PF00595 and with no more than 2 deletions for PF00153 are
employed; the effective numbers Meff of sequences are 340.0 for PF00595,
139.8 for PF00153. The 162 samples with no deletion in MC1162 and 254
samples with no more than 3 deletions in MC1445 are employed. In the
lower left and right figures, the evolutionary energies (ψN ) of the protein-like
sequences, MC1162 and of MC1445, are compared with those (ψMC ) of
the MCMC samples obtained by the Boltzmann machine learnings for them.
The same regularization parameters as for the natural protein families are
employed; λ2 = 40.0/Neff for PF00595 and λ2 = 209/Neff for PF00153, and
λ1 = 0.100/Neff for both. The 118 samples with no deletion in the MCMC
samples for MC1162 and 268 samples with no more than 3 in the MCMC
samples for MC1445 are employed.
MCMC samples cannot well reproduce the natural proteins with
respect to the evolutionary energy distribution. This discrepancy of
the energy distributions may indicate the insufficient equilibration
owing to frustrated interactions. It is not improved, however, even
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by increasing the number of MCMC samples from NMC = Neff
to 100000. Also, it should be noticed that the discrepancy of the
average evolutionary energy between the target sequences and the
MCMC samples is improved when the MCMC samples rather than
the natural proteins are used as protein-like sequences; see Tables
2 and 3 and Fig. 15. Thus, recovering the pairwise amino acid
frequencies in the resolution of a total energy may be harder for
natural proteins than for protein-like sequences.
2.8 Selective Temperature, Ts
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Fig. 16. Regression of the experimental values [65] of folding free energy
changes (∆∆GND) due to single amino acid substitutions on ∆ψN (' ∆∆ψND)
for the same types of substitutions in PF00595. The solid line shows
the least-squares regression line through the origin with the slope, 0.400
kcal/mol, which is the estimates of kBTs. The reflective correlation coefficient
is equal to 0.92. The free energies are in kcal/mol units.
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Fig. 17. Relationships between ∆ψN due to single nucleotide nonsyn-
onymous substitutions and ψN of the homologous sequences in PF00595
and in PF00153. Each of the black plus and red cross marks corresponds
to the mean and the standard deviation of ∆ψN due to all types of single
nucleotide nonsynonymous substitutions over all sites in each of the homol-
ogous sequences, respectively; the left and right figures are for PF00595
and PF00153, respectively. Representatives of unique sequences with no
deletion for PF00595 and with no more than 2 deletions for PF00153, which
are at least 20% different from each other, are employed; their numbers are
361 for PF00595 and 144 for PF00153. The solid lines show the regression
lines for the mean and the standard deviation of ∆ψN . The correlation and
regression coefficients are listed in Table 5.
Selective temperature Ts that is defined by Eq. S12, which
quantifies how strong the folding/structural constraints are in
the evolution of a protein family, has been estimated by vari-
ous methods [15], [16], [63]. In principle, if folding free en-
ergy changes (∆∆GND) due to single amino acid substitutions
are known, the selective temperature Ts can be estimated by
comparing ∆∆GND with ∆∆ψND, that is, with the equation
∆∆GND/(kBTs) ' ∆∆ψND ' ∆ψN [16]; see methods S.1.4. In
Fig. 16, folding energy changes ∆∆GND [65] due to single amino
acid substitutions in PF00595 are plotted against their evolutionary
energy changes ∆ψN . The slope of the least-squares regression line
through the origin gives the value of kBTs, 0.400 kcal/mol (201◦
K) for PF00595.
For protein families for which folding energy changes are
unknown, PF00595 may be employed as a reference protein to
estimate Ts. The standard deviation of the free energy changes due
to single amino acid substitutions, Sd(∆GN), must not explicitly
depend on kBTs but the free energy GN . On the other hand, the
standard deviation of evolutionary energy changes due to single
nucleotide nonsynonymous substitutions, Sd(∆ψN), is indepen-
dent of ψN and almost constant across homologous sequences
in every protein family as shown in Fig. 17. In other words,
Sd(∆ψN) is not a function of GN but only Ts. Therefore, Sd(∆GN)
is expected to be nearly constant across protein families [16];
Sd(∆GN) = kBTsSd(∆ψN) ≈ constant . As a result, Ts can be
estimated for any protein family from the ratio of Sd(∆ψN) to
that of a reference protein. The kBTS of PF00153 is estimated to
be 0.411 kcal/mol (207◦ K). In Table 5, various quantities [16]
derived from ∆ψN are listed.
3 Discussion
In the Boltzmann machine learning, the objective function, which
is the cross entropy, fluctuates in the minimization process,
because the partial derivatives are calculated from the pairwise
marginal distributions estimated by MCMC sampling, and the
first-order gradient-descent method is also used. The cross en-
tropy, however, cannot be monitored in the minimization process,
because it can be hardly evaluated. Here, the average (DKL2 ) of
Kullback-Leibler divergences for pairwise marginal distributions
over all residue pairs is monitored instead as a rough measure
of fitting to the reference distribution. As shown in Fig. 2, DKL2
significantly fluctuates in the learning process. On the other
hand, the sample and ensemble averages of evolutionary energy
smoothly change and slowly converge in the learning process;
see Fig. 6. Also, the profile of the sample and ensemble aver-
ages of evolutionary energy along the learning process is well
reproducible by another run of learning. Here we stop learning
and pick up the parameter estimates corresponding to min DKL2 ,
if min DKL2 does not change during a certain number of iterations
after a sufficient number of iterations are executed for the sample
and ensemble averages of evolutionary energy to converge; see
methods S.1.8.3 for details.
Machine leaning methods such as Boltzmann machine employ
a gradient-descent method to minimize a loss function or cross
entropy. There are not a few gradient-descent methods invented.
In most machine learning problems, a gradient-descent method
is chosen from a view point of the speed and the degree of
minimization. Even if there is a unique minimum in an objective
function, there can be multiple sets of parameter values that take
similarly approximate values for the minimum of the objective
function. Some of them may have reasonable characteristics for
the solution but the others may not. Thus, we must choose a
gradient-descent method that yields reasonable values for param-
eters. For the present problem, four gradient-descent methods
are examined; the Adam method that is commonly employed in
machine learning, the RPROP-LR method that is the RPROP mod-
ified [14] for Boltzmann machine learnings of protein sequences,
and the Adam method modified for sparse couplings and to use the
soft-thresholding function for the group L1 regularization, and the
NAG method that is not a per-parameter learning rate method like
the ModAdam but not an adaptive method unlike the ModAdam.
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TABLE 5
Selective Temperatures (Ts) Estimated from the Fields and Couplings Inferred for PF00595 and PF00153.
a b b c rψN
d αψN
d rψN
e αψN
e r f slope f Tˆs T
exp
m
g Tˆg h ωˆ i
Pfam ID ψN/L ∆ψN Sd(∆ψN ) Sd(Sd(∆ψN )) for ∆ψN for Sd(∆ψN ) (kcal/mol) (◦K) (◦K) (◦K) (kB)
PF00595 −3.15 3.94 2.64 0.113 −0.980 −1.90 −0.237 −0.113 0.920 0.400 201 313 k 215 1.20
PF00153 −2.84 3.36 2.71 0.141 −0.981 −1.91 −0.537 −0.338 207
a
The average of evolutionary energies per residue over representatives of homologous sequences; the Ising gauge is employed. The representatives of
unique sequences with no deletions for PF00595 and with no more than 2 deletions for PF00153, which are at least 20% different from each other,
are used; their numbers are 361 for PF00595 and 144 for PF00153.
b
The averages of ∆ψN and Sd(∆ψN ), which are the mean and the standard deviation of ∆ψN due to single nucleotide nonsynonymous substitutions in a
sequence, over the representatives of homologous sequences.
c
The standard deviation of Sd(∆ψN ) over the representatives of homologous sequences.
d
The correlation (rψN ) and regression coefficients (αψN ) of ∆ψN on ψN/L; ∆ψN ∼ αψNψN/L + βψN .e
The correlation (rψN ) and regression coefficients (αψN ) of Sd(∆ψN ) on ψN/L; Sd(∆ψN ) ∼ αψNψN/L + βψN .
f
The reflective correlation (r) and regression coefficient (slope) of the experimental values [65] of folding free energy changes (∆∆GND) due to single
amino acid substitutions on ∆ψN (' ∆∆ψND) for the same types of substitutions; the slope is equal to kBTs.
g
An experimental value of melting temperature; T expm for PF00595 is taken from [66].
h
Glass transition temperature; (Ts/(2Tm))(1 + (T 2m/T
2
g )) = 1 . Folding free energy, 〈GND(σ,T )〉σ = kBTsδψ2[(Ts/(2T ))(1 + (T 2/T 2g )) − 1], is inferred to
be −2.9 kcal/mol at T = 298◦K for PF00595 , while its experimental value is equal to −1.4 kcal/mol [67].
i
Conformational entropy per residue; ω = (Ts/Tg)2δψ2/(2L) .
Surprisingly, it is shown in the Boltzmann machine with the
L2-L2 regularization for PF00595 that each method gives a very
different solution. The Adam method normalizes each partial
derivative by a parameter and therefore tend to yield similarly
dense interactions even for a sparse-interaction system like protein
sequences. On the other hand, the NAG and the ModAdam,
in which the stepsize of parameter updates is proportional to
the partial gradient and the proportional constant is the same
for all parameters, yield the reasonable parameters in which the
couplings well correlate with residue-residue distance. This fact
strongly indicates that the stepsize must be proportional to the
partial gradient to yield reasonable solutions at least for sparse-
interaction systems. In other words, the per-parameter methods
such as AdaGrad, AdaDelta, RMSprop, and Adam, in which each
partial gradient of parameter is normalized, and RPROP, in which
the stepsize does not depend on the partial derivative but only on
the temporal behavior of its sign, may be appropriate to similarly-
dense-interaction systems as well as the L2 regularization but
inappropriate to sparse-interaction systems for which the L1 regu-
larization is often employed.
On the other hand, the RPROP-LR, in which the stepsize is
proportional to the partial derivative, yield similar solutions to the
ModAdam, but their profiles of the average evolutionary energies
are very different, indicating that in the RPROP-LR convergence
is very fast but parameters converge to less favorable interactions
to the natural proteins than those inferred by the ModAdam. Also,
the RPROP-LR is inferior to the ModAdam in the recoverability
of pairwise frequencies.
The results indicate that the profile of the sample and ensemble
averages of evolutionary energy is very useful not only for tuning
hyper-parameters but also to judge whether iterations of learning
converge or not, and which optimization method is better than the
others. Although the fields and couplings inferred by the NAG
in the L2-L2 almost coincide with those by the ModAdam, the
energy profiles indicate that those inferred by the ModAdam are
slightly more optimized than those by the NAG.
In the inverse Potts problem, in which the evolutionary inter-
actions, fields and coupling, are inferred from a multiple sequence
alignment of protein homologous sequences, regularization must
be applied to objective functions in order to prevent over-fitting
or to solve ill-posed problems. Commonly used regularizations
are L2, L1 and their variants. Regularization, however, introduces
hyper-parameters to be determined. In almost all models for
protein sequences, regularization parameters have been arbitrarily
determined or adjusted to increase the precision for residue-
residue contact prediction. In order to correctly infer fields and
couplings, however, the other requirement for them should be also
taken into account; the sample average of evolutionary energies
over target sequences must be equal to the ensemble average. The
estimates of the sample and ensemble averages of evolutionary
energy significantly depend on regularization parameters as shown
in Fig. 1. Here the regularization parameter λ1 for fields is first
tuned as small as possible as long as the sample average of evolu-
tionary energies over target sequences is lower than the ensemble
average and both the averages of evolutionary energy decrease.
Then, the regularization parameter λ2 for couplings is tuned as
large as possible as long as the sample average of evolutionary
energies over target sequences is lower than the ensemble average,
where the ensemble average is evaluated by approximating the
distribution of the evolutionary energies of random sequences as a
Gaussian distribution; the Gaussian approximation [53] is known
to be appropriate for native proteins.
The group L1 regularization was employed for a pseudo-
likelihood minimization in a graphical model (GREMLIN [68])
for protein sequences. However, in the inverse Potts problem
on protein sequences, most analyses have employed the L2 reg-
ularization because the L2 function is differentiable, although
the L2 regularization is appropriate to similarly-dense-interaction
systems rather than sparse-interaction systems such as protein
sequences. The present analyses clearly show that the group L1
regularization for couplings makes their estimates more sparse
and therefore more reasonable than L1 and L2. The present results
strongly indicate that regularization models and learning methods
must be carefully chosen for particular interaction systems.
The most important question is how precisely the evolutionary
interactions can be inferred. Recoverabilities of single-site fre-
quencies and pairwise correlations, and even higher correlations
by the inverse Potts model have been examined [12], [13], [14].
On the other hand, reproducibilities of fields and couplings have
been examined mostly for artificial systems such as artificial data
on Erdo¨s-Renyi models and a lattice protein [12]. Because the
reproducibilities of fields and couplings depend on the mode of
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pairwise interactions, we need to examine how well they can
be reproduced for protein sequences. Here the MCMC samples
that are generated with the interactions inferred by the Boltzmann
machine learning for the natural protein families are employed
as protein-like sequences. In other words, fields and couplings
are first inferred from protein sequences and compared with
those inferred again by Boltzmann machine learning from MCMC
samples that are generated with the interactions first inferred.
Both the fields and couplings are well recovered for PF00595 and
PF00153 except for weak couplings.
However, the distribution of evolutionary energies over the
natural proteins significantly shifts towards lower energies in
comparison with those over the MCMC samples; see Fig. 15. The
same feature was also reported for trypsin inhibitor [12]. This
discrepancy is improved if the MCMC samples are employed
as protein-like sequences for Boltzmann machine learning; see
Fig. 15. Recovering the pairwise amino acid frequencies in the
resolution of a total energy is harder for the natural proteins than
for the protein-like sequences.
A computational load is very high for the Boltzmann ma-
chine method to infer fields and couplings. Recently, restricted
Boltzmann machines that are equivalent to the present Boltzmann
machine have been studied [69], [70]. In these models, the cou-
pling interactions Ji j(ak, al) are estimated in the decoupled form,∑Lq
µ=1 ξ
µ
i (ak)ξ
µ
j (al), and approximated with the small numbers for
Lq, reducing a computational load; the number of parameters for
coupling interactions may be reduced from L(L − 1)q2/2 to LLqq;
q = 21. Thus, using the restricted Boltzmann machines certainly
has a merit, although Lq seems to be large to well approximate
sparse coupling interactions.
Accurate estimation of coupling interactions is useful in anal-
yses of protein evolution [15], [16] and protein foldings [17], [18].
On the basis of the constancy of the standard deviation of evolu-
tionary energy changes due to single nucleotide nonsynonymous
substitutions (Sd(∆ψN)) over protein families, selective tempera-
ture, Ts in Eq. S12, was estimated [16] for several proteins from
fields and couplings inferred by the mean field DCA method. The
estimates of fields and couplings by the mean field DCA method
[1], [2] are known to be rough [12], [13]. Therefore, the constancy
of Sd(∆ψN) over protein families has been confirmed here with
the present estimates of fields and couplings for PF00595 and
PF00153. Although Sd(∆ψN) are estimated significantly smaller
for PF00595 by the Boltzmann machine than that by the mean
fields DCA, the methods and discussion [16] on protein evolution
are still valid.
The program written in Scala and the MSAs employed are avail-
able from https://gitlab.com/sanzo.miyazawa/BM/.
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S.1 Methods
S.1.1 The Inverse Potts model for protein homologous
sequences
Let us consider probability distributions P(σ) of amino acid se-
quences σ(≡ (σ1, . . . , σL)), which satisfy the following constraints
that single-site and two-site marginal probabilities must be equal
to a given frequency Pi(ak) of amino acid ak at each site i and a
given frequency Pi j(ak, al) of amino acid pair (ak, al) for site pair
(i, j), respectively.
P(σi = ak) ≡
∑
σ
P(σ)δσiak = Pi(ak) (S1)
P(σi = ak, σ j = al) ≡
∑
σ
P(σ)δσiakδσ jal = Pi j(ak, al) (S2)
where σi, ak ∈ {amino acids, deletion} k = 1, . . . , q, q ≡
|{amino acids, deletion}| = 21, i, j = 1, . . . , L, and δσiak is the
Kronecker delta. The sequence distribution P(σ|h, J) with the
maximum entropy can be represented as
P(σ|h, J) = 1
Zσ
e−ψN (σ|h,J) , Zσ =
∑
σ
e−ψN (σ|h,J) (S3)
ψN(σ|h, J) = − [
∑
i
{ hi(σi) +
∑
j(>i)
Ji j(σi, σ j) } ] (S4)
where Lagrange multipliers hi(ak) and Ji j(ak, al) are interaction
potentials called fields and couplings, and ψN(σ|h, J) is referred to
here as evolutionary energy.
Fields hi(ak) and couplings Ji j(ak, al) provide useful infor-
mation to understand protein evolution [16] and also to predict
residue-residue contacts in protein structures on the basis of
coevolutional residue substitutions [1], [2], [8], [71].
For given single-site Pi(ak) and two-site frequencies Pi j(ak, al),
which are evaluated from a multiple sequence alignment, inferring
hi(ak) and Ji j(ak, al) have been attempted as the Inverse Potts prob-
lem by the Boltzmann machine learning [14], [22], by the mean
field approximation [1], [2], [8], by the Gaussian approximation
[72], by maximizing a pseudo-likelihood [10], [11], [68], [73], and
by minimizing a cross entropy in the adaptive cluster expansion
[12].
S.1.2 The sample average of evolutionary energy
According to the Potts model, the sample average of ψN(σN) over
natural sequences, σN , fixed in protein evolution is equal to the
ensemble average of ψN(σ) over sequences, σ. Sample averages
are calculated with a sample weight wσN for each homologous
sequence, which is used to reduce phylogenetic biases in the set
of homologous sequences; for example, the sample average of
evolutionary energy is calculated as follows.
ψN(σN) ≡
∑
σN wσNψN(σN)∑
σN wσN
(S5)
= 〈ψN(σ)〉σ (S6)
where ψN(σN) denotes a sample average of ψN(σN) with a sample
weight wσN for each homologous sequence σN , and 〈ψN(σ)〉σ is
the ensemble average of ψN(σ) that obeys a Boltzmann distribu-
tion.
S.1.3 Ensemble average by a Gaussian Approximation for
the distribution of the evolutionary energies of random
sequences
The ensemble average over sequences, for example, of ψN(σ) is
estimated by the Gaussian approximation [16], [53], in which the
distribution of the evolutionary energies of random sequences is
approximated as a Gaussian distribution, N(ψ¯, δψ2). The mean ψ¯
and variance δψ2 are evaluated as those of evolutionary energies of
random sequences whose amino acid composition is equal to the
average amino acid composition of sequences in a protein family.
〈ψN(σ)〉σ ≡ [
∑
σ
ψN(σ) exp(−ψN(σ)) ] /Zσ (S7)
≈
∫
ψN exp(−ψN))N(ψ¯, δψ2) dψN∫
exp(−ψN)N(ψ¯, δψ2) dψN
(S8)
= ψ¯( f (σN)) − δψ2( f (σN)) (S9)
where f (σN) is the sample-average amino acid composition of
natural sequences in a protein family.
S.1.4 Relationships between evolutionary energy ψN(σ),
fitness m(σ), and folding free energy ∆GND(σ) of protein σ
[16]
In [16], it was proved by assuming the detailed balance principle
that the equilibrium distribution of protein sequences must be the
Boltzmann distribution of their Malthusian fitness m as well as that
of ∆ψND. On the other hand, a protein folding theory [50], [51],
[52], [53] based on a random energy model (REM) indicates that it
can be approximated to the Boltzmann distribution of the folding
free energy divided by selective temperature, ∆GND/(kBTs).
Peq(µ) =
Pmut(µ) exp(4Nem(µ)(1 − qm))∑
ν Pmut(ν) exp(4Nem(ν)(1 − qm))) (S10)
=
Pmut(µ) exp(−(ψN(µ) − ψD( f (µ),T )))∑
ν Pmut(ν) exp(−(ψN(ν) − ψD( f (ν),T )))
(S11)
' P
mut(µ) exp(−∆GND(µ,T )/(kBTs))∑
ν Pmut(ν) exp(−∆GND(ν,T )/(kBTs)) (S12)
where pmut(σ) is the probability of a sequence (σ) randomly
occurring in a mutational process and depends only on the amino
acid composition of the sequence f (σ), qm is the frequency of a
single mutant gene in a population, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T is growth temperature, Ts is selective temperature that quantifies
how strong the folding constraints are in protein evolution, f (σ) ≡∑
σ f (σ)P(σ) and log Pmut(σ) ≡ ∑σ P(σ) log(∏i Pmut(σi)). Then,
the following relationships are derived for sequences for which
f (µ) = f (µ).
4Nem(µ)(1 − qm) = −∆ψND(µ,T ) + constant (S13)
' −∆GND(µ,T )
kBTs
+ constant (S14)
The selective advantage of ν to µ is represented as follows for
f (µ) = f (ν) = f (σ).
4Nes(µ→ ν)(1 − qm)
= (4Nem(ν) − 4Nem(µ))(1 − qm) (S15)
= −(∆ψND(ν,T ) − ∆ψND(µ,T )) = −(ψN(ν) − ψN(µ)) (S16)
' −(∆GND(ν,T ) − ∆GND(µ,T ))/(kBTs)
= −(GN(ν) −GN(µ))/(kBTs) (S17)
ψN(µ) ' GN(µ)/(kBTs) ψD(µ) ' GD(µ)/(kBTs) (S18)
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where GN(σ) and GD(σ) are the free energies of the native and
the denatured states of sequence σ. It should be noted here that
only sequences for which f (σ) = f (σ) contribute significantly to
the partition functions in Eq. S11, and other sequences may be
ignored.
S.1.5 Relationships among selective temperature (Ts),
glass transition temperature (Tg), and melting temperature
(Tm) of protein
The distribution of conformational energies in the denatured state
(molten globule state), which consists of conformations as com-
pact as the native conformation, is approximated in the random
energy model (REM), particularly the independent interaction
model (IIM) [53], to be equal to the energy distribution of the
randomized sequences, which is approximated by the energy
distribution of the random sequences with the same amino acid
composition and then by a Gaussian distribution, in the native
conformation. That is, the partition function Z for the denatured
state is written as follows with the number density per energy n(E)
of conformations that is approximated by a product of a Gaussian
probability density and the total number of conformations whose
logarithm is proportional to the chain length.
Z =
∫
exp(
−E
kBT
) n(E)dE (S19)
n(E) ≈ exp(ωL)N(E¯( f (σN)), δE2( f (σN))) (S20)
where ω is the conformational entropy per residue in the compact
denatured state, and N(E¯( f (σN)), δE2( f (σN))) is the Gaussian
probability density with mean E¯ and variance δE2, which depend
only on the amino acid composition, f (σN), of the protein se-
quence, σN . The free energy of the denatured state is approximated
as follows.
GD(σN ,T ) ≈ E¯( f (σN)) − δE
2( f (σN))
2kBT
− kBTωL (S21)
= E¯( f (σN)) − δE2( f (σN))ϑ(T/Tg)kBT (S22)
ψD(σN ,T ) ≈ ψ¯( f (σ)) − δψ2( f (σ))ϑ(T/Tg)TsT (S23)
ϑ(
T
Tg
) ≡
{
(1 + T 2/T 2g )/2 for T > Tg
T/Tg for T ≤ Tg (S24)
where E¯ (ψ¯) and δE2 (δψ2) are estimated as the mean and variance
of interaction energies E (ψN) of the randomized sequences, which
are approximated by random sequences, in the native conforma-
tion; E¯ ' kBTsψ¯ and δE2 ' (kBTs)2δψ2. Tg is the glass transition
temperature of the protein at which entropy becomes zero [50],
[51], [52], [53].
−∂GD
∂T
|T=Tg = 0 (S25)
The conformational entropy per residue ω in the compact dena-
tured state can be represented with Tg.
ωL =
δE2
2(kBTg)2
(S26)
Thus, unless Tg < Tm, a protein will be trapped at local minima
on a rugged free energy landscape before it can fold into a unique
native structure.
The ensemble average of ∆GND(σ,T ) over sequences, which
is observable as the sample averages of ∆GND(σN,T ) over homol-
ogous sequences fixed in protein evolution, is estimated as follows
[16].
〈∆GND(σ,T )〉σ ≡
∑
σ
∆GND(σ,T )Peq(σ)
≈
∑
{σ| f (σ)= f (σN )}
∆GND(σ,T )Peq(σ) (S27)
= 〈GN(σ)〉σ −GD( f (σN),T ) (S28)
where the ensemble averages of GN(σ) over sequences is also
estimated in the Gaussian approximation [53].
〈GN(σ)〉σ
≈
∫
E exp(− E
kBTs
)N(E¯( f (σN)), δE2( f (σN))) dE (S29)
= E¯( f (σN)) − δE
2( f (σN))
kBTs
(S30)
The sample averages of ∆GND(σN,T ) and ψN(σN) over ho-
mologous sequences fixed in protein evolution are equal to their
ensemble averages over sequences [16].
∆GND(σN,T )/(kBTs)
= 〈∆GND(σ,T )〉σ/(kBTs) (S31)
≈ [ δE2( f (σN)) [ϑ(T/Tg)Ts/T − 1 ]/(kBTs)2 (S32)
= δψ2( f (σN)) [ϑ(T/Tg)Ts/T − 1 ] (S33)
= ∆GND(σN,Tg) / (kBT ′s) (S34)
T ′s = Ts(Ts/Tg − 1)/(ϑ(T/Tg)Ts/T − 1) (S35)
ψN(σN) ≡
∑
σN wσNψN(σN)∑
σN wσN
(S36)
= 〈ψN(σ)〉σ ≈ ψ¯( f (σN)) − δψ2( f (σN)) (S37)
where the sample averages are calculated with a sample weight
wσN for each homologous sequence, which is used to re-
duce phylogenetic biases in the set of homologous sequences.
∆GND(σN,Tg) corresponds to the energy gap [50] between the
native and the glass states, and T ′s will be the selective temperature
if ∆GND(σN,Tg) is used for selection instead of ∆GND(σN,T ).
The folding free energy becomes equal to zero at the melting
temperature Tm; 〈∆GND(σN,Tm)〉σ = 0. Thus, the following
relationship must be satisfied [50], [51], [52], [53].
ϑ(
Tm
Tg
)
Ts
Tm
=
Ts
2Tm
(1 +
T 2m
T 2g
) = 1 with Ts ≤ Tg ≤ Tm (S38)
S.1.6 Boltzmann machine learning
The cross entropy with a regularization term, S , which corre-
sponds to a negative log-posterior-probability per instance, is
minimized.
S ≡ −1∑
τ 1
∑
τ
log P(στ) + R (S39)
where R is a regularization term, and τ denotes an instance.
According to [14], instead of hi and Ji j, we use the new
parameters φi and φi j for minimization, which are Lagrange
multipliers in the maximum entropy model corresponding to
[
∑
σ P(σ)δσiak − Pi(ak)] and [
∑
σ P(σ)δσiakδσ jal − Pi j(ak, al) −∑
σ P(σ)δσiakP j(al) − Pi(ak)
∑
σ P(σ)δσ jal + 2Pi(ak)P j(al)] in the
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maximum entropy model, respectively. The partial derivatives of
the cross entropy can be easily calculated:
∂S
∂φi(ak)
=
∑
σ
P(σ)δσiak − Pi(ak) +
∂R
∂φi(ak)
(S40)
∂S
∂φi j(ak, al)
= [
∑
σ
P(σ)δσiakδσ jal − Pi j(ak, al)
−
∑
σ
P(σ)δσiakP j(al) − Pi(ak)
∑
σ
P(σ)δσ jal
+2Pi(ak)P j(al)]] +
∂R
∂φi j(ak, al)
(S41)
The relationships between (hi, Ji j) and (φi, φi j) are as follows.
hi(ak) = φi(ak) −
∑
j(,i)
∑
l
φi j(ak, al))P j(al) (S42)
Ji j(ak, al) = φi j(ak, al) (S43)
The single-site and two-site frequencies, Pi(ak) and Pi j(ak, al),
are evaluated from homologous sequences, each of which has a
sample weight wσN , in a multiple sequence alignment.
Pi(ak) =
∑
σN
wσNδσN,iak/
∑
σN
wσN (S44)
Pi j(ak, al) =
∑
σN
wσNδσN,iakδσN, jal/
∑
σN
wσN (S45)
where σN denotes natural sequences.∑
σ P(σ)δσiak and
∑
σ P(σ)δσiakδσ jal are estimated by a
Markov chain Monte Carlo method with the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm [23], [24], and then a gradient-descent algorithm is
used to minimize the cross entropy S ; the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm was employed due to less computation time rather than
the Gibbs sampler [25].
S.1.7 Regularization
Couplings φi j(ak, al) are expected to be significant between
residues that are closely located in a 3D protein structure and
complex. Thus, they are expected to be sparse, because the number
of residue-residue contacts in a protein 3D structure is between 2
and 4 per residue depending on a criterion, in comparison with
the number of residue pairs, L(L − 1)/2, where L is a protein
length [74]. Here, to take account of the sparsity of the couplings,
the elastic net [54], [75], [76] and group L1 regularizations are
employed to see the effects of different regularizations. The elastic
net regularization [54], [75], [76] is used instead of pure L1
regularization, which is not strictly convex and can occasionally
produce non-unique solutions [54]. Group L1 is employed to deal
with pairwise couplings, φi j(ak, al), between residues i and j as a
group.
S.1.7.1 An elastic net regularization
An elastic net regularization [54], [75], [76] is a mixture of L1 and
L2.
R ≡ λ1
∑
i
∑
k
{θ1|φi(ak)| + (1 − θ1)2 φi(ak)
2} +
λ2
∑
i
∑
k
∑
j(>i)
∑
l
{θ2|φi j(ak, al)| + (1 − θ2)2 φi j(ak, al)
2} (S46)
where 0 ≤ θ1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ θ2 ≤ 1. If θ = 0(1), the regularization
will be L2(L1). In the present work, L1 regularization means the
elastic net with θ = 0.9 rather than 1.0.
S.1.7.1.1 The soft-thresholding function for L1 regular-
ization: Let us assume that the learning of fields and couplings
(φi, φi j) is iteratively updated as follows.
φµ(t + 1) = φµ(t) − [αµ(t + 1) + βµ(t + 1)( ∂S
∂φµ
)φ(t)] (S47)
= φµ(t + 1 without L1) − γµ(t + 1)(∂|φµ|
∂φµ
)φ(t) (S48)
= prox(γµ(t + 1)|φµ| , φµ(t + 1 without L1)) (S49)
where the suffix µ denotes i(ak) or i j(ak, al), φµ(t + 1 without L1)
is φµ(t + 1) which does not include the L1 regularization term,
and the second term is one corresponding to the L1 terms of the
regularization in Eq. S46, and the derivative in the second term
may be evaluated as a subderivative at a singular point. Here
the proximal operator [77] defined as follows is used for faster
convergence.
prox(h(u), x) ≡ argminu(h(u) +
1
2
‖u − x‖22) (S50)
The proximal operator for L1 regression is equal to:
prox(γµ(t + 1)|φµ| , φµ(t + 1 without L1))
=

if φµ(t + 1 without L1) > γµ(t + 1)
φµ(t + 1 without L1) − γµ(t + 1)
if |φµ(t + 1 without L1)| ≤ γµ(t + 1)
0
if φµ(t + 1 without L1) < −γµ(t + 1)
φµ(t + 1 without L1) + γµ(t + 1)
(S51)
γµ(t + 1) ≡
{
βµλ1θ1 for µ =i (ak)
βµλ2θ2 for µ =i j (ak, al)
(S52)
S.1.7.2 L2 regularization for φi(ak) and group L1 for φi j(ak, al)
The regularization terms of the L2 for φi(ak) and the group L1 for
φi j(ak, al) are as follows.
R ≡ λ1
∑
i
∑
k
1
2
{φi(ak)2} + λ2
∑
i
∑
j(>i)
√∑
k
∑
l
{φi j(ak, al)2}
(S53)
S.1.7.2.1 The soft-thresholding function for group L1
regularization:
φi j(t + 1) = prox(γi j(t + 1)
∥∥∥φi j∥∥∥2 , φi j(t + 1 without group L1))
=

if φi j(t) > 0 and φi j(t + 1 without group L1) > γi j(t + 1)
φi j(t)
‖φi j(t)‖2
φi j(t + 1 without group L1) − γi j(t + 1) φi j(t)‖φi j(t)‖2
if φi j(t) < 0 and φi j(t + 1 without group L1) < γi j(t + 1)
φi j(t)
‖φi j(t)‖2
φi j(t + 1 without group L1) − γi j(t + 1) φi j(t)‖φi j(t)‖2
if
∥∥∥φi j(t)∥∥∥2 = 0 and φi j(t + 1 without group L1) > γi j(t + 1)
φi j(t + 1 without group L1) − γi j(t + 1)
if
∥∥∥φi j(t)∥∥∥2 = 0 and φi j(t + 1 without group L1) < −γi j(t + 1)
φi j(t + 1 without group L1) + γi j(t + 1)
otherwise
0
(S54)
γi j(t + 1) ≡ βi jλ2 (S55)
Here it should be noted that γi j(t + 1) must not depend on (ak, al)
but may depend on (i, j).
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S.1.8 Parameter updates
Given the convexity of the cross entropy function, its minimum
can be found by the gradient descent.
S.1.8.1 Modified Adam method (ModAdam)
The modified version of the adaptive learning rate method [62],
which is named ModAdam here, has been used.
mµ(t + 1) = ρmmµ(t) + (1 − ρm)[( ∂S
∂φµ
)φ(t)] (S56)
vµ(t + 1) = ρvvµ(t) + (1 − ρv)[( ∂S
∂φµ
)φ(t)]2 (S57)
κ(t + 1) = κ0
(1 − ρt+1v )1/2
1 − ρt+1m
1
maxµ(vµ(t + 1)1/2) + 
(S58)
φµ(t + 1) = φµ(t) − κ(t + 1)mµ(t + 1) (S59)
where κ0 is an initial learning rate, and ρm, ρv, and /(1 − ρt+1v )1/2
have been set to 0.9, 0.999, and 10−8 according to the Adam
method [62]. It should be noted here that unlike the Adam method
κ(t+1) takes the same value for all parameters, because vµ(t+1)1/2
is replaced by its maximum in Eq. S58; the condition of Eq. S55
required for the soft-thresholding function is satisfied.
An important property of Adam’s update rule is its careful
choice of stepsizes. The effective stepsize is upper bounded
by |∆φ(t + 1)| ≤ κ0 max((1 − ρm)/
√
(1 − ρv), 1) [62] but es-
sentially all elements of the increment vector ∆φ(t + 1) are
the same order. However, unlike the original Adam, in which
∆φµ(t+1) = −κ0(
√
(1 − ρt+1v )/(1−ρt+1m ))(mµ(t+1)/(vµ(t+1)1/2+)),
in this modified version the increment ∆φ(t + 1) is proportional to
−m(t + 1).
Thus, αµ and βµ in Eq. S47 are defined as follows.
αµ(t + 1) = κ(t + 1)ρmmµ(t) (S60)
βµ(t + 1) = κ(t + 1)(1 − ρm) (S61)
S.1.8.2 Nesterov’s Accelerated Momentum/Gradient method
(NAG)
The algorithm of Nesterov’s Accelerated Momentum/Gradient
method (NAG) [56] employed here is a simple version with the
constant friction for velocity as follows. This version includes a
correction, which is employed in the Adam method, for the bias
that the estimate of the first moment of the gradients will be biased
towards zero if it is initialized as zero.
mµ(t + 1) = ρmmµ(t) + (1 − ρm)[( ∂S
∂φµ
)φ(t)] (S62)
φµ(t + 1) = φµ(t) − κ0 [(1 + ρm)mµ(t + 1) − ρmmµ(t)] (S63)
= φµ(t) − κ0 [ρ2mmµ(t) + (1 − ρ2m)(
∂S
∂φµ
)φ(t)] (S64)
= φµ(t) − κ0 [ρmmµ(t + 1) + (1 − ρm)( ∂S
∂φµ
)φ(t)] (S65)
where κ0 is an initial learning rate, and ρm has been set to 0.95. The
αµ and βµ in Eq. S47 for the NAG method are defined as follows
by replacing mµ(t+1) in Eq. S65 by its estimate, mµ(t+1)/(1−ρt+1m ),
for the initial condition, m(0) ≡ 0.
αµ(t + 1) = κ0 ρ2m [mµ(t)/(1 − ρt+1m ) ] (S66)
βµ(t + 1) = κ0 [ ρm/(1 − ρt+1m ) + 1 ] (1 − ρm) (S67)
S.1.8.3 The number of iterations for learning
The objective function is expected to significantly fluctuate in
the minimization process, when the first-order methods based
on gradients are employed. In addition, the partial derivatives
of Eqs. S40 and S41, which are calculated from the pairwise
marginal distributions estimated by Markov Chain Monte Carlo
samplings, include statistical errors. Thus, even though the learn-
ing rate κ is sufficiently small, the cross entropy/log-likelihood
are not monotonically improved. However, the cross entropy/log-
likelihood can hardly be evaluated for the Boltzmann machine,
although its partial-derivatives can be easily calculated and then
it can be minimized/maximized. Thus, it is not obvious to judge
which set of interactions is the best in the learning process.
Here we monitor the average, DKL2 , of Kullback-Leibler diver-
gences for pairwise marginal distributions over all residue pairs as
a rough measure of fitting to the reference distribution.
DKL2 ≡
2
L(L − 1)
∑
i
∑
j>i
∑
k
∑
l
Pi j(ak, al) log
(Pi j(ak, al) + )
(
∑
σ P(σ)δσiakδσ jal + )
(S68)
DKL1 ≡
1
L
∑
i
∑
k
Pi(ak) log
(Pi(ak) + )
(
∑
σ P(σ)δσiak + )
(S69)
where  = 10−5 is employed to prevent the logarithm of zero. The
iteration of parameter updates has been stopped when min DKL2
over the iteration numbers larger than 1000 does not improve
during a certain number, 100, of iterations, and the number of
iterations passes over a certain threshold, 1200 iterations. Then
the fields and couplings and Monte Carlo samples corresponding
to the min DKL2 over the iteration numbers larger than 1000 are
selected.
S.1.9 A gauge employed to compare hi(ak) and Ji j(ak, al)
between various models
The ψN of Eq. S4 is invariant under a certain transformation of
fields and couplings, Ji j(ak, al)→ Ji j(ak, al)− J1i j(ak)− J1ji(al)+ J0i j,
hi(ak) → hi(ak) − h0i +
∑
j,i J1i j(ak) for any J
1
i j(ak), J
0
i j and h
0
i .
Therefore, in order to compare h and J between various models, a
certain gauge must be used. Here we use the following gauge that
we call the Ising gauge.
hi(·) =
∑
q
Ji j(ak, ·) =
∑
q
Ji j(aq, ·) = 0 (S70)
where “·” denotes the reference state, which is the average over all
states for the Ising gauge. Any gauge can be transformed to this
gauge by the following transformation.
JIi j(ak, al) ≡ Ji j(ak, al) − Ji j(·, al) − Ji j(ak, ·) + Ji j(·, ·) (S71)
hIi (ak) ≡ hi(ak) − hi(·) +
∑
j,i
(Ji j(ak, ·) − Ji j(·, ·)) (S72)
S.2 Figures
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Fig. S1. Comparison of the Adam with the ModAdam gradient-descent method in each of the inferred fields and couplings and the recovered single-
site marginals and pairwise correlations for PF00595. The upper left and upper right figures are the comparisons of the inferred fields and couplings
in the Ising gauge, respectively, and the lower left and lower right figures are the comparisons of the recovered single-site frequencies and pairwise
correlations, respectively. The abscissas and ordinates correspond to the quantities estimated by the modified Adam and Adam methods for gradient
descent, respectively. The regularization model L2-L2 is employed for both methods. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and
abscissa. The values of hyper-parameters are listed in Table 2. The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 and of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001
are removed.
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Fig. S2. Differences in the learning of coupling parameters, Ji j(ak, al), between the ModAdam and Adam gradient-descent methods for PF00595. All
Ji j(ak, al) where (ak, al) = argmaxak ,al,deletion |Ji j(ak, al)| in the Ising gauge are plotted against the distance between ith and jth residues. The upper left and
lower left figures are for the iteration numbers 371 and 1119 in a learning process by the modified Adam method, respectively. The upper right and lower
right figures are for the iteration numbers 387 and 1012 in a learning process by the Adam method, respectively. These iteration numbers correspond to
min DKL2 over the iteration numbers smaller than 400 and those over the iteration numbers larger than 1000. The regularization model L2-L2 is employed
for both methods. The learning processes by both methods are shown in Figs. 2 and 5. Please notice that more strong couplings tend to be inferred for
closely located residues pairs by the modified Adam method than by the Adam method. The values of hyper-parameters are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. S3. Comparison of the NAG with the ModAdam gradient-descent method in each of the inferred fields and couplings and the recovered single-site
marginals and pairwise correlations for PF00595. The upper left and upper right figures are the comparisons of the inferred fields and couplings in the
Ising gauge, respectively, and the lower left and lower right figures are the comparisons of the recovered single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations,
respectively. The abscissas and ordinates correspond to the quantities estimated by the modified Adam and NAG methods for gradient descent, respectively.
The regularization model L2-L2 is employed for both methods. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The values of
hyper-parameters are listed in Table 2. The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 and of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001 are removed.
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Fig. S4. Comparison of the RPROP-LR with the ModAdam gradient-descent method in each of the inferred fields and couplings and the recovered single-
site marginals and pairwise correlations for PF00595. The upper left and upper right figures are the comparisons of the inferred fields and couplings in the
Ising gauge, respectively, and the lower left and lower right figures are the comparisons of the recovered single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations,
respectively. The abscissas and ordinates correspond to the quantities estimated by the modified Adam and RPROP-LR method for gradient descent,
respectively. The regularization model L2-L2 is employed for both methods. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The
values of hyper-parameters are listed in Table 2. The overlapped points of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 and of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001 are removed.
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Fig. S5. Differences of inferred couplings Ji j among the regularization models for PF00595. All Ji j(ak, bl) where (ak, al) = argmaxak ,al,deletion |Ji j(ak, al)| in
the Ising gauge are plotted against the distance between ith and jth residues. The protein family PF00595 is employed. The regularization models L2-GL1,
L2-L1, and L2-L2 are employed for the left, middle, and right figures, respectively. The values of regularization parameters are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. S6. Comparisons of inferred fields hi(ak) and couplings Ji j(ak, al) in the Ising gauge between the regularization models for PF00595. The upper and
lower figures show the comparisons of fields and couplings in the Ising gauge, respectively. All abscissa correspond to the fields or couplings inferred by
the L2-GL1. The ordinates in the left and right figures correspond to the fields or couplings inferred by the L2-L1 and L2-L2 models, respectively. The
values of regularization parameters are listed in Table 2. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points
of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 are removed.
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Fig. S7. Comparisons of inferred fields hi(a) and couplings Ji j(a, b) in the Ising gauge between the regularization models for PF00153. The upper and
lower figures show the comparisons of fields and couplings in the Ising gauge, respectively. All abscissa correspond to the fields or couplings inferred by
the L2-GL1. The ordinates in the left and right figures correspond to the fields or couplings inferred by the L2-L1 and L2-L2 models, respectively. The
values of regularization parameters are listed in Table 3. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points
of Ji j(ak, al) in the units 0.001 are removed.
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Fig. S8. Learning processes by the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam method for PF00595 and PF00153. The averages of Kullback-Leibler divergences,
D2KL for pairwise marginal distributions and D
1
KL for single-site marginal distributions, are drawn against iteration number in the learning processes with the
L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam method for PF00595 and PF00153 in the left and right figures, respectively. The values of hyper-parameters are listed in
Tables 2 and 3 as well as others.
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Fig. S9. Recoverabilities of the single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations of PF00595 by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and
the ModAdam method. The left and right figures are for single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations, respectively; DKL1 = 0.003695 and D
KL
2 = 0.07594.
The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001 are removed. See Table
2 for the regularization parameters employed.
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Fig. S10. Recoverabilities of the single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations of PF00153 by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1
model and the ModAdam method. The left and right figures are for single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations, respectively; DKL1 = 0.001120 and
DKL2 = 0.03176. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001 are
removed. See Table 3 for the regularization parameters employed.
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Fig. S11. Recoverabilities of the single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the
ModAdam method for the protein-like sequences, the MCMC samples that are obtained by the same Boltzmann machine for PF00595. The MCMC samples
obtained by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam method for PF00595 are employed as protein-like sequences for
which the Boltzmann machine learning with the same model and method is executed again in order to examine how precisely the marginals of the protein-
like sequences can be recovered. The marginals recovered by the Boltzmann machine learning for the MCMC samples are compared to those of the
MCMC samples in the upper figures, and to those of PF00595 in the lower figures. The left and right figures are for the single-site probabilities and pairwise
correlations, respectively. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ci j(ak, al) in the units 0.0001
are removed. See Table 2 for the regularization parameters employed.
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Fig. S12. Recoverabilities of the single-site frequencies and pairwise correlations by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the
ModAdam method for the protein-like sequences, the MCMC samples that are obtained by the same Boltzmann machine for PF00153. The MCMC
samples obtained by the Boltzmann machine learning with the L2-GL1 model and the ModAdam method for PF00153 are employed as protein-like
sequences for which the Boltzmann machine learning with the same model and method is executed again in order to examine how precisely the marginals
of the protein-like sequences can be recovered. The marginals recovered by the Boltzmann machine learning for the MCMC samples are compared to
those of the MCMC samples in the upper figures, and to those of PF00153 in the lower figures. The left and right figures are for the single-site probabilities
and pairwise correlations, respectively. The solid lines show the equal values between the ordinate and abscissa. The overlapped points of Ci j(ak, al) in the
units 0.0001 are removed. See Table 3 for the regularization parameters employed.
